
Pythonprograms will execute instructions in sequence. This means 
each instruction is executed once in the order it is given.

For example the program:
print(“hello”)
print(“world”)

Will print the word hello followed by the word world. 

It will only print each word once and will always print them in that 
order.

Computer programs need to be tested before they are sold 
to customers. Testing means checking that something works 
as expected.

If programs aren’t properly tested they might not work as 
expected which will make users unhappy and mean they 
wont buy your programs in the future.

In safety critical systems such as aeroplanes not testing 
properly could even lead to fatalities. Alpha testing is 
testing done by the developers. Beta testing is testing done 
by groups of volunteers.

Black box testing means putting information into your 
program and checking you get the correct answer out.

White box testing means stepping through each line of code 
in your program to check it is doing the right thing.
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The assessment for this unit is a multiple choice, 
TRUE\FALSE, short answer test.

You will find theses revision resources useful 
https://www.cram.com/flashcards/python-games-11308695

4. Maintainable code

Python is a programming language that is used to give instructions to 
computer hardware.

The finished program is called software and the instructions in it are 
called algorithms.

It can be used to create any application from audio players to computer 
games or presentation software.

Programmers often use flowcharts to plan out their Python programs 
before they code them.

Most programs today are written by teams of people. This means your 
code must be easy for other people to understand.

You can make your code easier for other people to understand and edit 
by using #comments to explain what is happening.

#comments are ignored by the computer but are useful for other 
people who want to know what your code does.

Selection is used in pythonto choose which 
instruction to execute next. eg.

print(“What is the capital of France?”)

answer = input()

if answer == “Paris”:

print(“Correct”)

elif answer == “London”:

print(“That’s in England!”)

else:

print(“Incorrect!”)

If the user answers Paris they will get the message 
“Correct” if the say London they will get the message 
“That’s in England!” any other answer will get the 
message “Incorrect!”.

Selection is represented by a decision symbol on a 
flowchart.

#This is the code for the first question

print(“Q1: What is the capital of France?”)

answer = input() #gets the players answer

if answer == “Paris”:

print(“Correct”)

elif answer == “London”:

print(“That’s in England!”)

else:

print(“Incorrect!”)
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